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oncentric tube robots (CTR) are particularly suited for assistance in minimally
invasive interventions. However their use
is hampered by possible unsafe behaviour due
to elastic instabilites, reducing their achievable
workspace. We propose here to deal with stability issues through active stiffness modulation
of the tubes, which may also allow to improve
interactions with environment during surgical
tasks. Initial design specifications are introduced with a novel numerical tool for CTR stability analysis, based on continuation methods
and bifurcation analysis.
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[6]. The goal is to be able to reduce stiffness only when
necessary, allowing to deal with the robot stability while
maintaining sufficient interaction force generation on
tissues when needed.
In this work we investigate the influence of active
anisotropy on CTR behaviour, in order to elaborate a
strategy for stiffness modulation in a future CTR proof
of concept. A numerical evaluation tool is implemented
and described in the next section. A realistic scenario
of CTR deployment is then considered to assess the
number of tubes to actively control and the required
range of stiffness modulation.
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Introduction

Concentric tube robots (CTR) are a class of robots
which has been extensively used in medical applications
such as brain surgery [3], vitreoretinal surgery [4], and
nasal cavity exploration [5]. They consist in telescopic
assemblies of thin pre-curved tubes, rotated and translated at their base, whose tip can reach operation sites
even in narrow spaces.
Their use is however limited by the elastic interactions at the origin of CTR kinematics. During its
deployment, a CTR can store elastic energy due to tube
internal torsions. Multiple states of equilibrium can
as a consequence exist, with sudden motions between
these states [1]. This so-called snapping effect generates
hazardous movements and seems unacceptable in MIS
context.
An interesting approach to solve this issue has been
proposed in [7] and consists in creating tube anisotropy
by internal modifications. We propose here to go beyond
this passive approach and to investigate the use of
active anisotropy modulation for the tubes, which can
be considered using smart materials as described in

Numerical kinematic analysis

The analysis of a CTR behaviour is a difficult task. The
existing approaches are analytical or semi-analytical,
and for most of them limited to robots with constant
tube stiffness and/or without considering environment
interactions [12] because of kinematic model complexity.
The only general-enough work focuses on local stability
evaluation [11], and gives no other information about
the robot behaviour according to anisotropy. In particular the existence of multiple states of equilibrium
cannot be monitored. We propose here to overcome
these limitations thanks to a numerical and generic
approach based on dynamic relaxation, continuation
methods and bifurcation analysis.
The dynamic relaxation, a classical form-finding
method for structures with elastic interactions [8], consists first in discretizing the CTR in a finite number of
points and in expressing the boundary value problem
describing its kinematic model [2] with finite differences.
The robot is then constrained in an initial arbitrary
shape and relaxed until it reaches an equilibrium, transforming the original static problem into a resolution
of ODE system. This system is obtained without any
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Figure 1: Bifurcation diagram according to L. Stable
branches in blue and unstable branches in red.

assumption on the CTR kinematic model. Its formulation can then directly be implemented in a continuation
and bifurcation software such as MatCont [13].
Continuation methods allow for computing the evolution of a initial steady state according to one parameter
of the ODE system, forming so-called branches of equilibria [10]. Bifurcations can be detected along these
branches, indicating changes of stability regime and
variations of the number of equilibria [9].
The use of continuation and bifurcation analysis for
assessment of CTR behaviour is new to our knowledge.
The numerical approach has thus been validated by
generating reference results for a two-tube CTR in free
space. Variation of interaction length L of two tubes in
opposition [12] is represented on Figure 1. The tubes
are indexed from the innermost to the outermost. The
x~i vectors are normal to the robot backbone and are
rotated between them of 180 degrees in each point.
Starting from an initial low value of L the corresponding equilibrium is continued until the branch reaches
a branch point bifurcation (BP), indicating that the
branch becomes unstable and that two distinct stable equilibria are possible beyond this point. Relative
errors between numerical results and reference values
issued from the analytical criteria of [12] are negligible if
proper discretization is performed. Here, a 0.02% error
is obtained with 100 samples along the robot length,
which is acceptable.
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Figure 2: Bifurcation diagram according to λ. Stable
branches in blue and unstable branches in red.
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Table 1: Critical stiffness ratios obtained with ×-labelled
anisotropic tubes.

quently a critical stiffness ratio λc , defined by the first
bifurcation point, beyond which the kinematic model
has multiple solutions. By analogy with the notion of
critical interaction length, snapping effect during tube
rotation can thus be prevented by choosing λ < λc .
Thanks to our numerical tool, it is easy to determine
the critical value λc for different situations in terms
of anisotropy. Results are reported in Table 1, where
’N.R.’ indicates that only unstable behaviour was obtained. The analysis shows that modification of the
middle tube only, or of any couple of tubes, guarantees
stability under tube rotations if their stiffness ratio is
reduced enough. Thresholds are identified, which helps
to formulate the design objectives for active stiffness
modulation. We can see in addition that selection of
tubes to modify is of importance. Choosing tube 1 and
tube 2 provides the highest critical ratio, thus relaxing
design constraints.

Influence of anisotropy

Analysis of stiffness modulation is performed by using
a realistic scenario issued from nasal cavity exploration.
The corresponding CTR is described in [5]. The tubes
are mounted in opposition for follow-the-leader deployment, during which the shape of the robot corresponds
to the trajectory of its tip. The tubes have the same
flexural to torsional stiffness ratio, called λ, which quantifies the anisotropy. Figure 2 shows the branches of
equilibria according to λ as obtained using our continuation technique. Two BP are detected, one being on the
unstable portion leading to one new unstable branch
of equilibria, non existing physically. There is conse-
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Conclusion

In this work we have proposed to use active anisotropy
modulation to improve CTR stability and interaction
with environment. First specifications, such as the
modulation amplitude and the number of tubes to be
actuated, have been generated on a realistic deployment scenario with a novel numerical tool based on
continuation methods and bifurcation analysis. Other
specifications such as the localisation of the modulation on the tubes and the control strategy will now be
investigated.
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